
ON TRIGONOMETRIC INTERPOLATION1

EDUARDO H. ZARANTONELLO

It is well known that for every trigonometric polynomial P(t) of

degree n and 2n + l equidistant points modulo 2w, h, t2, ■ • • , t2n+i

in the interval (0, 2ir),

Ulr \   1/2 l2n+l \   1/2 2t

I Pit) \2dj      -  | £   I P(h) \2Atj     ,     Atk = —^

In 1936, J. Marcinkiewicz [l]2 extended this relation to exponents

other than 2. The above identity is then replaced by two inequalities.

In this note we shall deal with a further extension of (1) concerning

the derivatives of trigonometric polynomials. Our starting point will

be the inequalities

¡2n+l

(2) [ "

ArP(tk) |2    ) 1/2       ( c 2t I ¿rpW
At,

(Aty

■v 1/2     ( r2*\ drP(t) 2 11'i

I Jo      dr      )

/ir\*  l2'*1 \A*P(tk)\2    ) !'2

which in case of derivatives take the place of (1). (Ar£(/)/(Ai)r is

the rth divided difference formed with the constant increment At

= 27r/(2n + l)), and we shall show that here, as in Marcinkiewicz's

case, the exponent 2 can be replaced by any p^l. As an application,

we shall give bounds for the p-norms of the derivatives of interpolat-

ing polynomials in terms of the corresponding quantities for the

interpolated function. This, in turn, allows us to derive some informa-

tion as to how the order of approximation yielded by trigonometric

interpolation depends upon the integrability properties of the

derivatives of the interpolated function.

To simplify the notation, we shall introduce, in connection with

any system of m equidistant points modulo 2a-, ti, t2, ■ • • , tm, the

step functions um(t) defined as follows:

o>m(t) = ¿* for tk á t < tk+l-

With this, any sum of the form 22t-i f(h)^h can be written as a

Stieltjes integral fo"f(t)du>m.
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Moreover, for any function f(t), /(r) (t) and/w(/) will designate the

rth derivative of / (provided it exists) and the rth divided difference

Arf(t)/(At)r of/ with regard to a constant increment At respectively

(the value of At will always be clear from the context). We shall make

the convention:

fw(l)=fl0](t)=f(t).

In the first place we shall prove a couple of lemmas which show

that the first part of (2), properly extended to any p~— 1, has a much

larger range of functions than the simple trigonometric polynomials.

Lemma 1. For every periodic function f(t) of period 2tt with absolutely

continuous derivatives up to the (r—l)st order, and any non-negative,

nondecreasing convex function <¡>(x)

(3) [2T<b(\f"(t)\)dtè  C\(\f"(t)\)dt.
Jo Jo0 •> 0

Proof. By hypothesis

f(t + At) - f(t)

(4)
Ai

/» <+Af

= —    I        f(1)(s)ds
At\ J t

1      /» t+M

á-|        \fw(s)\ds
AtJi

and by Jensen inequality (cf.  Hardy, Littlewood, and Pólya   [2,

p. 74])

I     f t+Al

*(|/[1]«|)á- <K\f»(s)\)ds
At J t

(5)
1   r"

- Jo    * /<»(* + 0 I )ds.

Integrating and exchanging the order of integration on the right, we

have

(6) f %( | ft»(t) \)dt^~f A'ds f %( I /»>(* + t) I )dt
Jo AtJoJo

which, because of the periodicity of /(1)(/), reduces to (3) with r = l.

From this, by iteration, follows (3) for any r. Taking <p=xv and

<p = x log+ x,3 we get:

' log+ * is defined as the positive part of log x, that is, as [| log *| -flog x]/2.
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Corollary.

U2t \   Up l    C2r \   llp
| /"(O N'|       = { J      I fM(t) \pdj     , 1 2» # ¿ »,

(8) (b)    f2T | /"(<) I log+ | /<" (t) \dtú  f " | /<" (0 | log+ | /<'>(*) | A.
«/ 0 «J 0

Lemma 2. £or e»ery periodic function f(t) of period 2-k with absolutely

continuous derivatives up to the (r — l)st order and any non-negative,

nondecreasing convex function <j>(x)

(9) f '*( | flr](t) | )da>m è f \( | /<'>(*) | )<«,       « = 1, 2, • • • .
J 0 •'0

Proof. From (5)

/• <t+i*(|/»>W|)&.
I*

Adding with regard to k, we get

(11) f %( | /Mtf) | )¿com á   f "*( I /»>(*) | )¿5
«O •'O

which is (9) with r = 1. To extend the inequality to any r we proceed

by induction. Let us assume it to be true for 1, 2, • • • , r— 1, then

f **( I f[rl(t) \)dwm= f \( I /wfr-«(01 ¿Wm
«/ 0 «^ 0

(12) á f %( I /[11 ^"(0 I )<fc ;S f %( I /<-" w(0 I )dt
Jo Jo

and by the previous lemma

(13) f%(|/(p-1)llI(0|)*á f%(|/(r)W|R
«/ o •» o

and the inequality holds for r.

As in Lemma 1, we get by specialization of </>:

Corollary.

U2t -j  Up (   P2t \ ll'
l/^Wl'**«!    = {J    l/(r)«N<|    ,

íáíá
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(15)  (b)    f2l|/IrlW|log+ |/[rl(0|A-™
J o

g  f2T|/(r)W|log+ \f"\i)\dl.
J o

It is to be noticed that this corollary is no longer true for r = 0.

However, for trigonometric polynomials Pit), its validity can be

partially restored, for as Marcinkiewicz has shown [l], if m^2n + l

(n is the degree of £)

U2t \Hp t   p ir \  Up
\P(t)\»du,mj      =A\JB    \P(t)\*dtj

where A is an absolute constant greater than one.

We now proceed to the generalization of the second part of (2).

Here, without exception, we shall have to restrict our consideration

to trigonometric polynomials.

Theorem 1. For any trigonometric polynomial P(t) of degree n, and

At £2ir/(2n+1),4

U2ir \   1/p r    /»2t \   l/p

| £<"(/) |"*j      =A^\Jo    |/""(O |*<ftj     ,

1 < p <  co,

(17)  (b)    f    | P<->(0 | dt g Ax* f * I PM(t) | log+ | £M(0 | dt + CT,
Jo Jo

(c) */|PW(/)| ¡SI, ihm

/> 2x íl'WWI*án, forO^\<Ar
o

where the quantities Ap, r, C„ v\¡r, Ar are all finite and depend on their

subindices only.

Proof. If P(t) = ¿¿JL-.« c¡eiil, by a simple computation one gets

(19) £('>(/) =  È cW*»,

tj(i+rA//2)
" /sin7'(A//2)\r

(20) P"(t) =  22 Cidjyl      ."   '  ') e«
,■__„ \   jAt/2    /

4 This theorem is still valid for At<ir/2n provided that the constants are made to

depend on the value of At.
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so

/ At\        " /sin jt(At/2)Y
(21) ,,,,(,-,_), £^-^--¿2)«,,,

Let s,(/) be the/th partial sum of the Fourier series of Plr](t — rAt/2);

then

, /sin jAt/2\r
(22) s3(i) - iH(í = [c&jye*' + c-ji-ifre-'i'] (^    .^       j

which inserted in the development of PM (t) gives

(23)       » g[(jw_y_( tf+'w yiSi(0
tí LVsin jAt/2/     \ sin (/ + I)At/2 / J

+ (--—)sn(t).

\ sin »A//2 /

Taking /»-norms in both sides and applying Minkowski inequality to

the right-hand member, we get

I Jo ) £íl\sin./Aj/2/

/   (/+ l)(A//2)   \T\ ( r2T,        ,    ) 1/p

(24) - (     J ) \\\        *,-(<) »4
Vsin (/+ l)(Ai/2)/ | IJ0    '   'Wl     J

+ Í-M \ sn(t) \"dt}      .
\ sinnAt/2 /  \J0    ' '     f

If l<p< », the Riesz inequality [3] relating the />-norm of a func-

tion with the /»-norms of the partial sums of its Fourier series yields

U2t -v  i/p (   C2* 1
|íí(/)|'dí|      =^p|J      \Pl'K*-r(At/2))\>dtj

Up

where Ap depends on p only. For j = n one can take -4P = 1 since

sn(t) = Pt'K< - rAi/2).

Inserting this in (24) and taking account of the periodicity of £[rl(/)

and of the fact that the function x/sin x increases from 1 to 7r/2

when / goes from 0 to ir/2, one obtains
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U2r \  Up

which is (16) with Ap,r = ((ir/2y-l)Ap+(ir/2y.

If p = 1, one proceeds similarly from (24), but instead of using Riesz's

theorem one uses the inequality

(26) I      \si(t)\dlúAi\      |£W(0| log+ | £l'i(0 | * + Ci
*/o •» o

where ^4i and Ci are absolute constants. (Cf. Zygmund [4, p. 154].)

One gets

f    I £(r)(0 I dt
Jo

(27) s[(yY-l][jiJ"'lPI"(l)|loï* |P'"(<)|* + c]

+(T)'^|í",<',|á,

which obviously implies (17).

Finally, to prove (18), we integrate the inequality

oo        y^p

(28) «m*w<»l g 2 cosh X| PO(0 | = 2£ -1 P(r>(0 |p
p=o  (2/))!

and maj orate

/> 2t | £^(0 \2*dt
o

with the help of (16),

(29)        f    «M^widi g 2¿ -— (¿p,r)2" f T | Pi'i(0 N'-
Jo p=o   (2p)\ Jo

Since Ap = 0(p) (cf. A. Zygmund [4, p. 149]) the power series

22p=o (^2p/(2/>)DG4p,r)2p has positive radius of convergence and the

proof is complete.

Theorem 2. For any trigonometric polynomial P(t) of degree n
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(30) (a)   | J 'i £(r,(0 \>>dt} 1/P g £p,r j J"" | PM(t) |^co2n+i,

1 < /> <  oo,

(31) (b)    f"\pv(t)\dt
Jo

g £i,r f T | Pi'i(0 | log+ | pw(i) | ¿W2B+1 + £„
•'0

(c) *y |PW(<*)| SI. *-l, • • • , 2»+l, *Ae»

(32) f    *I*W»IW,A ̂ Mx,, /or 0 á X < K
Jo

where the quantities Bp>r, Dr, u\,r, Xr are all finite and depend on their

subindices only.

Proof. For r = 0, this has been proved by J. Marcinkiewicz [l].

For r>0, (a) follows immediately from Theorem 1 (a) in conjunction

with Marcinkiewicz's result applied to the trigonometric polynomial

P|r)(/). In this way one obtains £p,r = £p,o^4p,r. This reasoning does

not work in (b) because |PM(0 l°g+ |PW(0| is no longer a trigo-

nometric polynomial. However, to prove it one can apply an argu-

ment used by J. Marcinkiewicz and A. Zygmund [5] in establish-

ing the analogous inequality for r = 0.6 Here is how we proceed. Let

g(<)=exp (i arg P(r)(0) and designate g„(t) = £*—« die<it the nth

partial sum of the Fourier series of g(t), then

(33) f   ' | PC>(/) | dt =    f   *P"(t)g(t)dt =    f   "P"(t)gn(t)dt.
Jo Jo Jo

Now P(r)(2) = 22%-n Cj(iJ)Téiit and the above is equal to

2ir22l--n Cj(ij)Tdj which in turn is equal to the scalar product of

PM(t-rAt/2) (see (21)) and g*(t) = Ti}—« d¡(jAt/2/sin jAt/2)reP'.

Thus

f ' | P<'>(0 | dt =  f Tp"(t - r(At/2)gl(t)dl
Jo Jo

(34)

■/.
"p^mlO + r(At/2))dt.

The last terms being the integral of the product of two trigonometric

polynomials of degree n, we can, as a consequence of (1), replace dt

• This was kindly communicated to the author by Professor A. Zygmund.
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by dü)2n+i so

(35) f ' I £<"(0 \dt=  f "pM(0f!(< + r(At/2))dw
Jo Jo

777

2n+l-

Next we apply Young's inequality: pv^p log+ p+e", p, v^O (cf.

Hardy, Littlewood, and Pólya [2, p. 61, Exc. 62]) to the product

under the sum (35) and obtain

(36)

rT1 por» 1 dt ̂  f
Jo Jo

|PW(0
log+

pw(0
¿to 2b+1

+

/» 2t

j     exp (a I g*(< + 2AÍ/2) |) do>2n+i
Jo

where a is a positive constant to be determined later. To complete

the proof it is enough to show that there is an a such that the last

integral on the right is bounded and independent of P. For that

purpose we notice, in the first place, that do}2n+i can be essentially

replaced by dt. In fact, using the inequalities eu^2 22p-o u2p/(2p)l

áeu+l and (15'), we obtain

n 2t

I     eal«»(,+'i,/2)l¿a>2„+i

Jo

(37) ^ 2 22 7^7 f ' I S*(t + rAt/2) \*>dw*
p»o  (2p)l Jo

f2T|g:(/ + rA//2)|2^
J a

= 222

(2p)

(aAyp

i-o   (2p) ;

(38)
*/.

(eaA|,n«+rA</2)|  _|_ l)dt=  f
Jo

e^l'-(')l¿í+2ir.

Now from the definition of g*(t) we derive by summation by parts,

as in Theorem 1,

(39)

where

gn(t)   =   22ßiiAt)
Í-0

_ /   jùt/2   y    /   (j+l)At/2   y

\sin jAt/2 )     \ sin (j + l)At/2 )

(   nAt/2   y
for/ = 0, 1, •••,»- 1    and   p\> = ( --—- ) .

\sin »A//2/
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By the monotonicity and convexity of the exponential, it follows that

(40)
/.

2t

exp (aA | gn(t) | )dt

22\ßi\  f 'e*p UaA J2\ßA)\ gib) \) dt
j-o •'o \        k-a /

/fc=0

But

El 18* | = 20.- 1 Ú2(r/2Y- 1,
k=0

so, if we take a = l/A [2(7r/2)'-l], (40) yields

£\ßi\  f,'e|»'(,)|A
fi~o Jo/» 2x

(41) I     e^^'^dt^'
Jo

EI&I
k=0

The gk(t) being the partial sums of the Fourier series of a function

g(t), with \g(t)\ él, there is, according to a lemma of A. Zygmund

[4, p. 164], an absolute constant 7 such that for every j, f^irei'>(-t)idt

<y. Hence, inserting in (41) and going back to (37), we obtain

/> 2t

0

((+rAi/2)|dc02n+1  ^  7_|_  2ir

Jo

which proves (b).

Finally one proves (c) as in Theorem 1, from the inequality

(43) f V"*W<«>I,Ä* g 4ttE -^- (£2p,K   I P"(h) I á 1,
•/o P=o   (2p)l

by observing that since Bp,o = 0(p) (cf. J. Marcinkiewicz and A.

Zygmund [5, p. 140]) and APiT = 0(p), the power series on the right

has a positive radius of convergence.

We now pass to the announced applications to trigonometric in-

terpolation.

Theorem 3. Letf(t) be a periodic function of period 2ir with absolutely

continuous derivatives up to the (r — l)st order and let P(t) be a trígono-
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metric polynomial of degree n coinciding with f(t) at more than 2w

equidistant points; then

U2t \ Up I  C2t 1 llp
\P"(t)\*dj =BPr\J \fr)(D\"dj        ,

(45) (b)    f    \ £<->« I dt g £i,r f T I /("(0 I log+ I /<'>«) I ¿/.

(c)//|/w(0|al,

(46) f    «M*w MV*dt g Mx., /or 0 á X < Xr,
J 0

where the constants Bp,r, DT, p\tt, Xr are the same as in Theorem 2.

Proof, (a) and (b) follow immediately from the identities

U2t \  Up r   nïw \  i/P
|£^(0|^2n+i|      =   |J      |/l^)|^co2n+1|     ,

1 <P< »,

r i pfi(o 1 iog+1 pM(t) 1 d«„+1
j 0

(48)

=  f     |/"i(fl|log+ \f"(t)\d»2n+i
Jo

in conjunction with Theorem 2 (a) and (b) and the corollary to

Lemma 2. As to (c), it follows from Theorem 2 (c) and the fact that

\fM(t)\^l implies |/M(fc)|=l.

Theorem 4. Lei /(f) be a periodic function of period 2w with ab-

solutely continuous derivatives up to the (r-l)st order and let P(t)

be a trigonometric polynomial of degree n coinciding with f(t) in more

than 2« equidistant points modulo 2ir; then

/ 1 \r_1'p I C2t 1 1/p

(49)   (a)    | f(t) - P(t) | g ^-j        M">{]      I fM® N}     •

1 < P < oo,

U2t -v   1/P
|/0)-P(0Nj
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(51)  (c)     f 'i f(t) - P(t) | dt
Jo

- (^y i^'1 / " '/(r> w 'iog+ ' /cr)(° 'dt+Çr}

where MTlP, Nr,p, and QT are constants depending on their subindices only.

Proof. Let h(x) be a function vanishing at x = 0, x=ir, and having

in that interval absolutely continuous derivatives up to the (r — l)st

order and an absolutely integrable rth derivative. Under these con-

ditions h(x), extended as an odd function to the interval (— ir, ir),

has a uniformly convergent sine Fourier series

(52) h(x) = E ak sin kx
k-i

from which, by formal differentiation, the Fourier series of the suc-

cessive derivatives are obtained. Thus

(53)

(54)

Therefore

(55)

*«•>(*) ~ (-1)«E (W'ak sin kx,
k-i

00

Ä(2,+i)(a.) ̂  (-l)'E (ky+1ak cos kx.
k-1

ak

sin ky2   riT

(-1)«— I     A<2«>
■K  Jo

2   r2r
(_!)._ h«>+»(y)  —

ir J o «

dy,

cos ky
dy.

Replacing these values of the Fourier coefficients in (52) and inter-

changing the sum with the integral (permitted in this case), one ob-

tains the following integral representations of h(x)

(56)

where

(57)

h(x) =  C*h"(y)Kr(x, y)dy
Jo

sin kx sin ky

Kr(x, y) =

(-Dr/2-E
ir k-i HT

2   ™   sin kx cos ky
(_,)(r-l>/2_£   - -1

IT   k-1 kr

for r even,

for r odd.
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Except for Ki(x, y), all Kr(x, y) are continuous functions of (x, y) in

the square (O^x^ir, O^y^ir). As to Ki(x, y) it is

(58) Ki(x, y) =

1 — x/ir, 0 ^ y < x,

■  1/2 — x/ir, y = x,

,   — x/ir, x < y Sj x.

Now by Holder inequality applied to (56)

Ur \   Up  (   /• r \   Xlq
\h*(y)\*dyj     |J     \Kr(x,y)\'dyj

and raising this to the pth power and integrating, we obtain

{ f   I h(x)\pdx\l'p
(60) Uo j

(    pr \   lip   I    AT   I    nr \   pli     \   Up

- [Jo \hiT){y)\Hy)   \J  \)  \*■*(*>y)\"dy)   dxj   .

Through the substitution

x = v(t — a)/(b — a)

we derive for a function g(t) =h(ir(t—a)/(b—a)) vanishing at the end

points of the interval (a, b)

.        .      (b - a\-v*
(61) l*Wl=(—)

Ub \ Up (  C" \ llq
| gW(t) \»dj       uq^ IJ     I *,(*, y) |'dyj    ,

(62) lJ- j V    *   '
/   /•& -j Up I  c r (  c ' \ pIq    \ Up

{J    |«(r)(0|»*}    |J    |Jo   I £r(*. y) |'¿y|    ¿*|     .

If in addition g(i) is periodic of period 27r and vanishes at 2« + l

equidistant points modulo 2ir,

1 \r-l/p

g(t)'

(63)

-f-M'\n + 1/2/

• {/2' I g(r)(0 M} '    ¿up^ { J* ' | Kr(x, y) |'¿yj   '
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(64)

( rír,     ,   1 llp    /    i   Y

U2t \   l/j>   /     n  T   (     n jr ■    p!q      \   :

\glr)(t)\pdtj     |J     jj     \Kr(x,y)\«dyj     dxj

The proof is concluded by setting g(t)=f(t)—P(t) and observing

that by Minkowski inequality and the previous theorem

(65)

(66)

U2x -v   Up
\fM(t) - P^(t)\Ht\

U2t -v    1/P
l/(r)(0|p*|    ,

/> 2t |/<r)(0 - PM(t)\dt
o

è  f ' | /(r)(0 I dt + Ax, f    | /(r)(0 | log+ | /(r)(0 | dt +Dr.
Jo Jo

Remark. In the above treatment we have left aside all questions

concerning exponents p between 0 and 1 as well as those involving

conjugate functions. The interested reader will find no difficulty in

extending our results to those cases by following the patterns set

here and in the paper of J. Marcinkiewicz and A. Zygmund [5].
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